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President’s Column

- Ed Pretty

NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, Feb. 27th, 2013 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster

I’ll keep this part brief because I’ve mentioned it a few times already and –
good grief – I don’t want to be too repetitive. J This month is our AGM. The
agenda includes voting on some long-overdue bylaw amendments. Most
importantly, there are three Member At Large positions and the Treasurer
position to fill. Let’s step up to the plate, folks. Healthy volunteerism is what has
made this guild the powerhouse that it is.

Main Event:
• Sandblasting in Woodturning - Bruce Campbell
• Annual General Meeting

Somewhere in the main content of this newsletter you will find the details of
an invitation to exhibit work in a juried exhibition presented by the Southern
Alberta Woodworkers Society (SAWS). It appears to lean heavily toward flat
work but I am assured that wherever you read “Woodworking” you can insert
“Woodturning”. Have a look at that and consider entering something. You may
choose not to enter simply because of the logistics of shipping work back and
forth to Calgary. Barring that, perhaps start considering similar opportunities
locally.

Tech Talk Table:
Robert Carlson will host a forum for your
technical questions.

I suspect that not many of you have ever had your work juried for entry into a
show, competition or gallery. There’s nothing like a challenge to up your game
by a notch or two. The thought of being turned down can be quite intimidating
– I know, I’ve been there – but the effort is worth the anxiety. First, it’s a good
motivator to produce nothing but your absolute best work. Second, if you are
not successful it may be possible (but not always) to find out what needs work.
Third and best of all, if you are successful you have an incredible feeling of
achievement. The first competition I ever entered garnered me a second place
ribbon but had I not gotten that, it wouldn’t have mattered. As far as I was
concerned, when I was accepted I had won already.
Many of you are definitely ready to take this step if you haven’t already. For
those who are at a more basic level, working toward a greater defined skill level
gives you a goal. Either way, seeking out opportunities to present your work in
a public forum is something to shoot for. I will try to post events that come up as
we are notified through the website. In the case of the Art of the Carver show
noted below, you don’t have to run the gauntlet (jury) to enter. Give it a shot. You
just might surprise yourself.

New Members Forum:
How to get the most out of being a member of
the GVWG.

Focus on Form and Finish:
Focus on Fundementals:
Allan Cusworth will be discussing detail/
spindle gouge basics.
February Food Suppliers:
Ken Kimberley, Al Koehn, Ron Kredba, Olaf
Lepper, Art Liestman, Murray MacKinnon
March Food Suppliers:
Ted MacKinnon, Jay Mapson, Peter McLaren,
Harvey Maser, Stefano Mazzega,
Robert McConnell
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GVWG Tech Talk – January 2013
Bruce Campbell

It was good to have everyone back after the
holidays and attendance once again was great at
the Tech Talk table.
The Benefits of Boiling
We started off 2013 with an excellent sample
of the power of boiling to prevent cracking in
hardwoods. One of our members got an apple tree
about 8” in diameter. He cut it in half through the pith
and rough turned 4 small bowls about ¾” thick. He
kept track of which was which and he boiled the top
left and bottom right blanks for about 1 hour. He left
the other two untreated and air-dried all four in the
same environment.
Both untreated bowl had cracked and warped
completely –one piece almost cracked in half. Both
boiled bowls had warped to some degree but neither
had cracked at all.
This remarkably effective treatment is even more
dramatic in larger bowl - especially those with weak
medullary rays (all fruitwoods, arbutus, yew, etc.).
The degree of improvement depends on species but
I have found generally that warping is reduced by
half and drying time is reduced from 1 year per inch
to 3 months per inch. Certainly boiling is well worth
the effort.
Refinishing from Rotten Fruit
Rich brought an interesting problem. One of his
customers asked if he could refinish a Coolibah
burl bowl they purchased in Australia. The finish
had been lifted by a piece of rotting fruit. There
was some discussion as to how to remove the
dark staining that has occurred and the general
consensus was to try lemon juice or a similar
bleaching agent – perhaps hydrogen peroxide.
There was lots of agreement that the current
finish was likely French Polish and that would be a
reasonable re-finish as well.
Although we did not have the best technical
advice we did have a good discussion about the
ethics of the matter. Rich did not feel he had the
right to simply slap the bowl on the lathe and
completely sand out the inside. His feeling was that
someone else made the bowl and he should respect
that maker for their original design. It makes it more
work to do the restoration but more respectful of the
history of the piece. Thanks for the “problem”, Rich.

Sandblasting for Texture – but then what?
Gary brought a sandblasted piece and asked for
opinions on what to do next. He was considering
using some technique to colour the piece and use
an alternate colour to accent the raised grain. I
related Betty Scarpinio’s advice during our 2007
Symposium – colour; seal; lime; buff. The sealing
step is critical to create a smooth enough surface to
allow the liming wax to be buffed off. Otherwise, the
whole thing will be a sticky mess.
Personally, I had some good luck with air-brushing
a sandblasted piece with acrylic ink. The air-brush
made it easy to get into the bottom of the ridges and
the light reflecting of the piece provided the two-tone
effect.
Alternately, one could paint the whole thing and
then sand it back to reveal the tops of the ridges.
Good luck with it, Gary, and so bring in the results
when you are done.
Simple drilling jig
Robert was doing some spindle turning for
furniture over the holidays and needed a way
to drill holes that were properly centered and
perpendicular. He devised a simple and cheap
solution. He cut a deep “V” in a scrap piece of
plywood (or dimensioned lumber) and used a drill
press to drill a hole from the bottom of the “V”
straight through to the back of the plywood. Then,
to drill his holes he just pressed the “V” against the
spindle and used his cordless drill to drill in from the
other side. By adding apiece of masking tape to the
drill it would be easy to mark a depth stop on the
drill as well.
I love simple but effective solutions. Thanks for
sharing, Robert.
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John Spitters Does Finials
Peter McLaren

Finial, Final, Finis,
the end; an ornamental
element or terminal
feature added at the
top of a spire, gable,
pinnacle, or piece of
furniture. Some turners
add them as an extra
touch of beauty to a
hollow form while others
use them as a signature
to their form. Cindy Drozda, one of the finial
mavens, suggests a finial adds another dimension
to her pieces.
No matter how you define, accept or apply a finial
to your work, most turners will agree that the design
is more complicated than meets the eye and the
technical execution has many hidden challenges.
John Spitters, one of our newer turners, took up
the challenge and very adequately mastered the
elements of both design and execution as clearly
demonstrated to us in his presentation at the
January guild session.
John cautioned us right off the bat that you cannot
create fine clean lines with a lumpy tool rest. Not
only did he create a new tool rest with a hardened
steel edge, he will also file, sand, buff and wax the
tool rest edge before starting work. (He did not ask
where is the WD40?)
The next condition
inductive to a good job
is great lighting. John
brought in his own
illuminated magnifying
glass on an extendible
arm. Through the lens
he can see his tool
edge and material as
he works, eliminating a
lot of guesswork and frustration.
Being a delicate piece, the finial is best made
from dense, dry, straight-grained material. It can
always be coloured, and most finials end up being
black so that is usually the final step. The shape is
determined by the form on which it will sit, as one
piece should complement the other as an extension
to the flow of the lines. John showed us on his chart
how the lines and proportions should work together
to create one form with the two pieces, the hollow

form and the
finial. If one
were to sight an
imaginary line
down the outer
edges of the
finial it should
create an arc settling gently on the shoulder of the
hollow form. The turner should have some idea as
to design, size, and proportion when selecting the
material, and as it is turned the elements will bring
the 2D concept into 3D shape. As with the shape of
the Hollow Form, the finial design also should follow
the Golden Mean as to proportion and form. While
mostly self-taught, John acknowledges that he has
been influenced by the work of Keith Burns and
Cindy Drozda when it came to learning about finial
designs. Keith’s finials can be found here: www.
woodturningdesign.com/showcase/keith_burns/
index.shtml
John starts with a 2” dia. rounded cylinder by
3-1/2” to 4” length, depending on the total height
needed for his piece. While he may not need a base
as large as 2”, he will still use a larger block as the
mass provides more stability and less vibration as
he reduces the material with his 3/8” bowl gouge.
He then works to reduce the first 3/4” to 1” of the tip
down to about 1/8” dia. using a 3/8” spindle gouge.
Further refinement is done with different grinds on
two 1/4” spindle gouges. All finish cuts are in the
direction from the tail-stock towards the head stock.
This keeps the piece steady and avoids flexing as it
gets thinner.
While some turners will hone their gouge after
sharpening, John uses his gouges straight off the
grinder, using a Wolverine Jig. His experience is that
the 600 grit Diamond stick will change the bevel just
so slightly as to diminish his control on the cutting
face. After the final cuts have been made for the
1” or 1-1/2” section, John leaves the lathe turning
at the same speed and
lightly sands with 320
grit paper, countering
any force with his finger
on the opposite edge.
Any irregularities can be
felt with your fingertip
more accurately than
any calipers or by
eyesight.
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These steps are repeated several times, working
in sections of about 3/4” at a time. As he moves
towards the headstock, he will add design elements
as the piece progresses. John also learned from
Cindy Drozda’s DVD on finials. This is a link to one
of her handouts that I found to be very useful: www.
cindydrozda.com/Assets/handouts_Pdfs/handouts/
FinialArticle.pdf (note! Ashley Harwood studied with
Cindy and in her demo next month she will show us
how she uses the Vortex tool for finial details.)
Once a section has been finished, do not attempt
to make any modifications, or improvements - and
only sand with finger support. Work from a rough
sketch and have the Hollow Form nearby so you
can quickly refer to the shape and proportion as
reference to your finial. As with the Golden Mean,
work in thirds. This can be broken down to; a) the
elements on the finial, b) the whole design of the
finial, and c) the finial size and shape in relation to
the Hollow Form.

vibration. Consider gluing it to a heavier waste block
to create more mass and less vibration.
Regardless of your feeling about the benefit of
finials to enhance your work, John’s demonstration
was informative and goes a long way to show
clearly the improvement that can be obtained with a
well-executed final step. To me the value in a piece
is determined not by the wood, or the turning, but by
the final form and finish. What is it that catches your
eye?

Other tips John mentioned in the process include,
using a closed jaw chuck so when you are working
so close to the material your hand is not exposed to
a fast moving rough edge and watch the shape on
the far side of your piece, that is do not watch your
gouge edge as you create the desired shape. Start
your parting-off with a clean cut using the gouge to
avoid any tearing, as might happen with a parting
tool. Use a stepped edge for better seating on your
hollow form.
Also while you might be tempted to use that little
sliver of Ebony or other exotic wood for a special
finial, keep in mind the smaller the base the more

2013 Guild Calendar
Bruce Campbell

At the last Guild meeting we distributed the 2013
Guild calendar. At the meeting Phil Vetra pointed
out that one of his pieces was incorrectly attributed
to Art Liestman. I deeply regret any inconvenience,
embarrassment or insult that this may cause either
member.
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Call for Exhibitors
Ed Pretty

Recently we received this announcement from Bill Maniotakis, exhibit chair for the Southern Alberta
Woodworkers Society. They are calling for woodworkers to submit work for exhibit and sale. Although the
reference is to flat woodwork, I suggest you check their website http://www.saws.ca to see turned pieces
submitted in past years. I recognized a couple from our 2010 symposium Instant Gallery.
Ed Pretty
I am pleased to announce the Southern Alberta Woodworkers Society (SAWS) biennial ‘Fine Works in
Wood’ Exhibition for 2013. This is also a special year for SAWS, in that it’s celebrating its 30th anniversary
as a Society that promotes fine woodworking.
Attached is the ‘Call for Entries’ invitation and details for participation in this year’s Exhibition. The
Exhibition is open to all Canadian residents with a passion for woodworking. Entry forms will be available on
the SAWS web site by May 1st. The entry deadline is June 14, 2013.
The 2013 SAWS Exhibition will be on display in two separate venues in Calgary:
Location:
Southcentre Mall
DaDe ART & DESIGN LAB

Dates:
August 30 – September 8
September 13 – October 27

Please feel free to distribute this invitation to anyone you feel may be interested in participating or viewing
the accepted Works.
For further information, please visit our web site (saws.ca).
Regards,
Bill Maniotakis
SAWS Exhibition Chair

A Day with David Ellsworth
Northwest Washington Woodturners will be
presenting A DAY WITH DAVID ELLSWORTH
on Saturday, March 23 in Anacortes, WA. We
invite you to join us and share in this informative
day. David will spend the full day discussing and
demonstrating the details of how he creates his
unique turned hollow forms and natural edge bowls.
He will also be discussing tools and sharpening
as well as presenting a slide show of his work and
inspirations. There will be lots of opportunity to have
David answer your questions.
Advanced registration is only $45 for the full
day demo and includes snacks, beverages and a
delicious hot lunch.
The Anacortes area is a wonderful place to
spend a weekend. If you will be staying in our area
overnight, a list of accommodations including hotel/
motel, B&B and RV is available upon request.
We look forward to seeing you on March 23rd!
Rick Anderson
Northwest Washington Woodturners

Symposium Details
Where:
Anacortes First Baptist Church
2717 “J” Avenue
Anacortes, WA 98221
When:
Saturday, March 23, 9 am to 4 pm
***Beverley Pears has arranged for $45 “at the
door” as long as she notifies them with a head count
so they can make up enough lunches
Please email Beverley if you are plan to attend
......... mail@bpears.com
Also contact her if you are interested in car
pooling.
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Turning 101

On behalf of the the guild I am inviting all new woodturning members of GVWG to a session of hands on
turning .
When: Saturday, March 9, 9 am sharp
Where: KMS tools Classroom Coquitlam
What: Project lidded box with a finial lid
These sessions are set up by the guild for new turners that want to learn the safe way to woodturning.
We have a Demonstrator that walks us through step by step to a finished project we have two mentors
that help you with these steps . At the end of the day hopefully you will have a finished project or very near
to finished .
The only stipulations are that you must be a paid up member of the guild. And that you bring your finished
product to the next GVWG meeting to show off what you accomplished to turn.
If this interests you please call me Gerry Vickers at 604-463-0760 or email me at gb_vickers@shaw.ca.
The cost is $25.00 and starts at 9 am Sharp and runs till about 3 pm allowing a hour for clean up. At this
time there are still 6 spots left.
Bring a bag lunch, tools & $25 and a will to learn and have fun turning with other members of the guild.
Thank You, Gerry Vickers
GVWG Turning 101 coordinator

Turning 101 January 2013
Cathy Friesen

On January 12 Lance Rossington was our guest
instructor.
We started the day, as we always do, reviewing
lathe safety and doing warm-up exercises of beads
and coves on a practice piece of wood.

Lance then lead us through the process of turning
a candlestick. The project required us to turn 3
separate pieces which fit together to make the
candlestick.
Thank you Lance, Gerry and Kees for once again,
sharing your time and experience with all of us.

Thank you too to KMS Tools for supplying the
venue and equipment for our class.
Join us on March 9 from 9 am – 4 pm at KMS
Tools in Coquitlam when we will be turning a lidded
box with finial. Cost is only $25 for a full day’s
instruction.
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Looking for Volunteers

The guild is looking to fill the Newsletter editor and publisher positions as Michelle is moving on. Please
contact Michelle at editor@gvwg.ca or at the Guild meetings for more information.

Newsletter editor and publisher job description
Role: produce a newsletter prior to each meeting to educate, entertain and inform the members.
Traditionally the newsletter has been published about one week prior to the meetings.
Editor:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Set deadline for submissions in consultation with the publisher
Encourage members to submit articles
Follow up with regular contributors e.g. president, tech talk, etc. to ensure submissions are received
prior to deadline
Use discretion to determine whether submissions should be published
Edit articles for spelling and grammar to ensure readability
Forward edited submissions to publisher in a timely fashion, as agreed with the publisher
Proofread formatted newsletter and provide feedback to editor re errors
Broadcast email to members to advise when newsletter is published
Use discretion to determine whether time sensitive contributions will be email broadcasted to the
members

Publisher:
•
•
•
•

Set deadline for receipt of submissions from the editor in consultation with the editor
Format submissions into newsletter
Correct errors found after proofreading
Publish newsletter to the web

Brentwood Display and Demonstration
Kees Hof

As a Guild one of our constitutional purposes is:
“to promote the art and craft of woodturning in the
community.” In keeping with that commitment the
GVWG will again be presenting a day-long series of
turning demonstrations and a display of our art. On
Sat. March 23rd, the Brentwood Town Centre will be
the site of our 4th Annual community fare.
We hope to have 3 mini lathes set up and operating
from 9:30AM til 6:00PM, along with displays of craft
and art spread over 8-9 tables. As well we will be
displaying wood in the process from log to finished
piece.
There are lots of spots open for demonstrators, and
we are in need of members to monitor the display
area and to interact with the public to answer their
questions about what we do and how we do it. We
will have a - No Touch - section, along with table
displays where the public will be encouraged to
handle the pieces. Make sure you indicate which of
your pieces are not to be handled.
If you are involved in demonstrating please plan on
submitting 4 – 5 pieces of your work for exhibition.

Should your work generally be large scale, then
please consider fewer pieces so that everyone
has a fair share of space. We will be handing out a
brochure about the guild and its activities and will be
inviting anyone interested to attend our meetings.
All members are encouraged to promote this rare
public event to your friends so they can see your
work, or just get a glimpse of what woodturning is
about. This is also our opportunity to promote the
guild to the community and attract potential new
members.
If you are interested in participating please contact
Kees Hof - kees_hof@telus.net.
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FOF Demonstration

A lot of interest and a few brave souls took up
the tool. As well, we went through the basics
of skew use; from planning cuts through to
rolling a bead. The FOF demo showed the
segment certainly attracts new turners to the
tool usage aspect of our meetings. Thanks to
Beverley Pears for the photos. Cheers, Lance
Rossington

Claudia Hayward & Lance

Kent Lindsey - Visitor

Mike Gosnell

Ken Kimberly
Concentration
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Look Who is Coming to Demonstrate
Peter McLaren

So we now have a full class for Ashley Harwood on March 17, but everyone
should make themselves a reminder for her hands on demonstration at Sapperton
Hall on Saturday March 16. Take some time at the next meeting to look at the
fantastic poster that Merv prepared that has lots of action shots of Ashley and her
amazing work. If finials are your thing look at the fine details of her sea urchin shell
ornaments. Ashley has a few videos of her turning bowls and spindle work on her
web site at http://www.ashleyharwood.net/ashleyharwood/Home.html
Jimmy Clewes will be teaching his hands on
classes on Thursday May 2nd, and Friday May 3rd for
which there is one last space in each class. If you are
interested contact me as soon as possible to confirm
your seat. Details of the classes and Jimmy’s demo
are outlined in the January Newsletter. Samples of
Jimmy’s work may be viewed on his website at http://
www.jimmyclewes.com/clewes/GeneralWebsite/
Gallery.aspx?Feature=4
Jimmy’s all day hands on demonstration will be at the Sapperton Hall on Saturday, May4, starting
at 9 am come early to help set up to guarantee yourself a good seat. The price for the full day event is only
$35.
Lynne Yamaguchi was scheduled to come on October 5, but this has been postponed until late spring of
2014, depending on how her eye surgery works out, after her tragic accident last year. Have a look at her
work at http://www.lynneyamaguchi.com/

The next scheduled demonstrator after Jimmy’s May event will
not be until November 2, when we hope that Mike Jackofsky http://
www.mikejackofsky.com/Gallery.html will be here to show us how he
creates his beautiful burl hollow forms and finishes them with colour
and texturing Mike has indicated he would like to do a two day hands
on class, but no details have yet been worked out, as he is currently
dealing with a major medical problem in his family. Keep your fingers
crossed that everything will work out.
Contact Peter McLaren mclaren47@shaw.ca if you have any
questions about these upcoming sessions.
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Instant Gallery

Dan Moleschi - Tealight Holder - 5x2 in
Maple - Beal Buffing System

Dan Moleschi - Tealight Holder - 4x1 in
Claro Walnut - Friction Wax

Chris Stiles - Flashlight - 1.25x3.5 in
Arbutus - WOP
Dan Moleschi - Mushroom Box - 2x3 in
Cherry - Beal Buffing System

Bryan Whitta - Dish - 6x1.5 in
English Walnut - WOP

Bill Fowle - Bowl - 6.75x2 in
Birch - Paraffin Wax

Chris Stiles - Bowl - 6x1.5 in - Birch
Tung Oil and Beal Buffing System

Bryan Whitta - Bowl - 6x2.5 - Maple - WOP
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Instant Gallery

Dennis Schmidt - Bowl - 7x6 in
Liquid Amber - Hand Rub Poly

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
5x10 in - Maple Burl - WOP

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form
8x17 in - Maple Burl - WOP

Beverley Pears - Lidded Square Box - 7x2 in
Figured Black Walnut - Boiled Linseed Oil
John Spitter - Ball on Pedestal
2.75x5.5 in - Maple Burl
Blue Dye and WOP

John Spitters - Hollow Form - 3.25x4.5
- Spalted London Plane - WOP

John Spitters - Figured Maple Platter - 11x1.5 in
Figured Maple - Dye, permanent Marker and WOP
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Instant Gallery

John Spitters - Quilted Maple Bowl - 8x2 in
Quilted Maple - WOP

Keith Hudson - Bird Houses and Stands
Mixed Wood - Lacquer

Keith Hudson - Bowl
10x4 in - Maple Burl - Wax

John Spitters - Hollow Form
7.5x5.5 in - Alder - Minwax Antique Oil

John Spitters - Hollow Form
5.5x3.25 in - Maple Burl - WOP

Ken Kimberley
Ginger Jar - 4x6 in
Maple - Water Colours
and WOP

Keith Hudson - Sculpture - 11x12 in
Figured Maple - Saman Varnish
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Instant Gallery

Peter McLaren - On The Edge
3.5x3.5 - Yellow Cedar

Peter McLaren - Flare - 8x6.5 in Maple - Walnut Oil

Maartin Meerman - Winged Bowl
8x2 - Maple - Turners Polish
Maartin Merman - Natural Edge Bowl
10x4 in - Birch Burl - Turner’s Polish

Maartin Meerman - Cookie Crumblers
5x3 in - Maple - Bee’s Wax

Keith Hudson - Two Part Hollow Form
11x4.5 - Splated Maple - Saman Varnish

Bill Cobb - Small Box
2.5x5 in - Maple, Walnut
and Rosewood - Tung Oil
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Instant Gallery

Ross Pilgrim - Bowl from a plank - 10x5 in Zebrano and Walnut - Tung Oil

Phil Vetra - Vase - 8x11 in - Apple

Peter McLaren and Rod Smith - Life Cycle II 8x2.5 in - Maple - Oil and Acrylic

Peter McLaren - Wobby Black Hole - 5x3.5 Arbutus and Maple - Black Milk Paint and Oil
Tinted Minwax

Turning 101

Dan Moleschi - Christmas Trees - 3 to 4 in - Apple and
Maple - Walnut Past
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President’s Challenge - “Finials or turning between 2 centers.”

Maartin Meerman - Cookie Crumbler
3x10 in - Maple and Walnut - Bee’s Wax

Bill Cobb - Finials
Walnut, Holly, Cherry - Tung oil
Beverley Pears - Multi Axis
Scoup - 2x4 in - Basswood
BLO and Pyrography

Tom Byrom - Stops
Purple Heart and Cherry - Hut
Ed PRetty and Peter McLaren - Green Tomatoe
- 3.25x2 in - Burl - Oil Tinted Walnut Oil

John Spitters - Finials - Assorted Wood

Marco Berera
How Sweet It Is!
3.5x6.75 in - Pencil

Keith Hudson - Vase
and Finial - 2.75x9.5 in
Maple Burl
Saman Varnish
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Classifieds
For Sale
• 1224 Oneway Lathe with stand I.H.P. 110v
variable speed $1800
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GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President
Ed Pretty

604.888.5967

• Rockwell/Beaver 4” Jointer – Planer with stand
& motor 110v $85

Vice President
Bruce Campbell

604.944.3028

Contact Keith Hudson 604-576-1135

Past President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

604.468.0605

Secretary
Kees Hof

604.420.7795

Treasurer
Fred Baldwin

604.812.4972

Members At Large
Michelle Gendron
Tom Byrom
Bill Fowle
Joel Elder
Steve Kent
Olaf Lepper

604.789.1873
604.929.1766
604.466.2150
604.460.0992
604.937.0145
604.307.6005

Educational Coordinators
Steve Kent
Larry Steveson
Bruce Campbell

604.937.0145
604.940.9760
604.944.3028

Librarian
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief
Marco Berera

604.274.7594

FOF Coordinator
Murray Mackinnon

604.986.5746

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

For Sale
Wood stove for your shop: $200. Upgrading my
family room wood stove, and have an old cast iron
“Jotul 8” woodstove for sale. Dry your chips, bag
tightly in brown paper bags, burn and warm your
shop, while disposing of wood chips and cut offs.
(Google “Jotul 8” for photos)
Contact Dennis Houle, 604-432-1735

Newsletter
Michelle Gendron
Digital Photography
Bill Fowle
Webmaster
Steve Hansen

604.789.1873

editor@gvwg.ca

604.466.2150
604.585.0638

webmaster@gvwg.ca

